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An experimental demonstration of a nonclassical state of a nanomechanical resonator is still an outstanding
task. In this paper we show how the resonator can be cooled and driven into a squeezed state by a bichromatic
microwave coupling to a charge qubit. The stationary resonator state exhibits a reduced noise in one of the
quadrature components by a factor of 0.5–0.2. These values are obtained for a 100 MHz resonator with a
Q-value of 104 to 105 and for support temperatures ofT<25 mK. We show that the coupling to the charge
qubit can also be used to detect the squeezed state via measurements of the excited state population. Further-
more, by extending this measurement procedure a complete quantum state tomography of the resonator state
can be performed. This provides a universal tool to detect a large variety of different states and to prove the
quantum nature of nanomechanical systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With fabrication of nanomechanical resonators with fun-
damental frequencies from 100 MHz up to 1 GHz1–3 the
demonstration of their quantum nature, in particular, the cre-
ation of nonclassical states of these mesoscopic systems,
have attracted a lot of interest.4–8 Apart from the fundamen-
tal interest in the study of these systems, nanomechanical
resonators are also of great importance for technical applica-
tions. While micron-sized cantilevers are already used to per-
form atomic force measurements, their noise properties
which set the limits for the sensitivity of force detection9,10

can be improved by scaling them down to the nanometer
regime. Residual thermal fluctuations can then be reduced to
the quantum limit by active cooling schemes as proposed in
Refs. 11–13.

A further reduction of the quantum fluctuations below the
standard quantum limit can be achieved by squeezing the
resonator mode. The idea to use squeezed states for measure-
ments beyond the standard quantum limit14 appeared first in
the context of the detection of gravitation waves. In principle
it applies to any system where a weak classical force which
must be measured acts on a quantum-mechanical oscillator.
The measurement consists of three stages. In the first stage
one prepares the oscillator in a squeezed state, so that the
dispersion of one of its quadratures is reduced below the
quantum limit. Next, one allows the measured force to act on
the oscillator. At last one measures the squeezed quadrature,
without touching the other one. To apply the squeezing ideas
to the nanomechanical systems, all three stages have to be
implemented. In particular, for the third stage, one must de-
sign a setup in which only one of the quadratures is being
measured. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the first
stage, i.e., the preparation of the squeezed state of a nano-
mechanical resonator. We show that by coupling the resona-
tor to a Cooper Pair Box(Josephson qubit) and irradiating
the system by bichromatic, phase coherent microwaves one
can “cool” the resonator down to the squeezed state.

We start by reminding the reader about the basics of
squeezing and discuss two different ways to achieve it. Then

we analyze the coupled CPB-resonator system and show that
the cooling into the squeezed state is feasible. At last we
discuss possible ways to detect the squeezed state.

II. SQUEEZED STATES AND RESERVOIR ENGINEERING

For a harmonic oscillator with a HamiltonianH="na†a,
wherea anda† are the usual creation and annihilation opera-
tors, a general class of Gaussian minimum-uncertainty
squeezed states is defined by15

ua,el = D̂sadŜsedu0l. s1d

Here D̂sad=expsaa†−a* ad is a displacement operator, and

Ŝsed=expfse* /2da2−se /2da†2g denotes the squeezing opera-
tor. We refer to the stateuel;ua=0,el as the squeezed
vacuum state. The absolute value of the complex numbere
=reiu is called the squeezing parameter. For these squeezed
states the quadrature components,X1,2, defined bya=sX1

+ iX2deiu/2 fulfill the uncertainty relationDX1DX2ù
1
4, where

the variance of one component,DX1=e−r /2 is reduced below
the standard quantum limit of 1/2, whereas the noise in the
other component is enhanced,DX2=e+r /2. This property can
be exploited to improve the sensitivity of measurements. It is
important to note that this asymmetric distribution of the
noise is stationary only in a frame rotating with the fre-
quencyn of the harmonic oscillator, since an initial squeezed
stateuel evolves in time asuee−i2ntl. Therefore, the error el-
lipse rotates in phase space with the oscillator frequency,n,
as shown in Fig. 1.

There are several ways to generate a squeezed state of a
harmonic oscillator. A familiar method in quantum optics16 is
to use a parametrically driven nonlinear potential corre-
sponding to the Hamiltonian

H = "na†a − i"lsa†2e−ivpt − a2eivptd. s2d

By going to a rotating frame, i.e., transforming the time de-
pendence away and assuming a parametric pump field fre-
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quency vp=2n, the Hamiltonian is simply given byHI
= i"lsa2−a†2d. Starting from the ground state of the har-
monic oscillator,u0lI the time evolution withHF produces
the squeezed stateue=2ltlI. The application of this method
for mechanical resonators has been proposed in Ref. 5, but
the requirements, a sufficiently strong nonlinearity to over-
come the losses, and an initial state close to the ground state,
are not easily met.

A second method, which we will elaborate on below, is to
“engineer” an appropriate coupling to the environment such
that a dissipative dynamics drives the harmonic oscillator
into a squeezed state, i.e., we “cool” the oscillator mode to a
squeezed state. Thisreservoir engineeringhas been first pro-
posed in Ref. 17,18 in the context of ion traps, and has been
experimentally implemented in part by the Ion Trap Group at
NIST in Boulder.19 This reservoir engineering can be
achieved, for example, by coupling the oscillator to a dissi-
pative two level system(TLS), where the form of the cou-
pling determines the stationary state.

The simplest(although trivial) example is provided by a
reservoir which cools the oscillator to the ground stateu0l.
We assume that the oscillator is coupled to a two-level sys-
tem with ground and excited stateugl , uel according to the
HamiltonianHI =gsas++a†s−d, where we use Pauli spin no-
tation s+;uelkgu, etc. We furthermore assume that the two-
level system decays from the excited state to the ground state
with a rateG. The time evolution in the interaction picture is
then described by the master equation,

dr

dt
= − ifHI,rg +

G

2
s2s−rs+ − s+s−r − rs+s−d. s3d

For long times the system thus evolves to the steady state
r= u0lk0u ^ uglkgu since u0lugl is a “dark state” of the system
Hamiltonian, i.e.,HIu0lugl=0.

For a general Hamiltonian of the formHI =F̂s++F̂†s−

where F̂ is a function ofa and a† only, the dynamics of
master equation(3) “cools” the system into the stater
= uclkcu ^ uglkgu. The stationary oscillator stateucl is deter-

mined byF̂ucl=0. A squeezed vacuum state,ue=reiul obeys
the relation

sa coshsrd + a† sinhsrde−iuduel = 0, s4d

and thus we chooseF̂ to be of the form17

F̂ = g1a + g2e
−iua†, s5d

whereg1 andg2 are related byr =atanhsg2/g1d. For a single
trapped ion driven by laser light and decaying via spontane-

ous emission such a Hamiltonian,HI with F̂ given in Eq.(5)
can be constructed by applying two laser beams, one detuned
to the “red sideband”sv=vge−nd and a weaker one detuned
to the “blue sideband”sv=vge+nd of the two-level transition
frequencyvge. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. For a detailed
explanation the reader is referred to the review article by
Leibfried et al.20

In the following section we show how such a Hamiltonian
can be realized for a nanomechanical resonator coupled to a
Cooper pair box, which plays the role of the dissipative two-
level system.13

For nanomechanical systems the coupling of the resonator
mode to the finite temperature phonon bath of the support
must be taken into account, leading to additional contribu-
tions in the master equation. As we discuss below, in the
limit of high resonator frequencies where the rotating wave
approximation(RWA) is valid the master equation is

dr

dt
= − ifHI,rg +

G

2
s2s−rs+ − s+s−r − rs+s−d

+ sNB + 1d
g

2
s2ara† − a†ar − ra†ad

+ NB
g

2
s2a†ra − aa†r − raa†d. s6d

The new terms in the master equation describe the heating
and dissipation of the nanomechanical resonator with a rate
g. Without the coupling to the charge qubit these terms lead
to a relaxation into a thermal state with a mean phonon oc-
cupationka†al=NB. This will degrade the squeezing.

III. THE MODEL

We consider a nanomechanical resonator which is placed
close to a Cooper pair box(CPB) as shown in Fig. 3. Similar

FIG. 1. Representation of the squeezed stateue=reiul in phase
space spanned by the dimensionless position and momentum coor-
dinates. The error ellipse indicates the reduced/enhanced fluctua-
tions for the quadrature componentsX1/X2.

FIG. 2. Coherent and incoherent processes as described by mas-
ter equation(6). The excitations of the qubit coherently decrease
(g1, “red sideband”) and increase(g2, “blue sideband”) the phonon
number of the resonator. The energy of the excite state is then
dissipated with the decay rate of the TLS,G. These two processes
relax the system into the desired state,r= ue ,glke ,gu while the cou-
pling to the thermal phonon bath,g thermalizes the resonator state.
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systems have been considered in the context of cooling13 and
the generation of entangled states.6 The energy spectrum of
the CPB alone is controlled by the gate voltage,Vg and the
Josephson energy,EJ.

21 To obtain a coupling between the
two systems the voltageVx is applied on the resonator, lead-
ing to a position dependent interaction via the capacitance
Cxsxd. The whole system is described by the Hamiltonian

H =
sQ − Qgd2

2CS

− EJ cossfd + "na†a. s7d

HereQg=CgVg+CxVx is the total gate charge,CS is the total
capacitance of the island andn is the frequency of the fun-
damental flexural mode of the resonator. We decompose the
voltages into a sum of a constant and a time dependent part,
Vi =Vi

0+Vistd and thereforeQg=2efng
0+ngstdg. For the desired

interaction and to minimize relaxation(see below) the sys-
tem is operated close to the degeneracy point,ng

0=n
+1/2, ngstd!1 and we reduce the CPB to an effective two
level system with the basis states,

ugl = sunl + un + 1ld/Î2,

uel = sunl − un + 1ld/Î2. s8d

Using the Pauli spin notation,sz;uelkeu− uglkgu and sx

;uelkgu+ uglkeu, the Hamiltonian(7) simplifies to

H = +
EJ

2
sz + 4Ecsxdngst,xdsx + Ecsxdf1 + 4ngst,xd2g

+ "na†a. s9d

Note thatEcsxd=e2/2CS as well asngst ,xd depend on the
resonator coordinatex via the capacitanceCxsxd. If we ex-
pandCx up to the first order inx/d, whered is the distance
between the resonator and the CPB we obtain

Ecsxd = Ec + Ec

Cx
0

CS

x

d
+ OS x2

d2D ,

ngst,xd =
1

2e
FCgVgstd + Cx

0VxstdS1 −
x

d
DG + OS x2

d2D .

Resubstituting these expansions into Eq.(9) and absorbing
small shifts of the equilibrium position of the resonator in a
redefinition of a and a† we obtain the following contribu-
tions:

H = +
EJ

2
sz +

4Ec

2e
fCgVgstd + Cx

0Vxstdgsx +
4Ec

2e
FCx

0

CS

CgVgstd

− Cx
0VxstdS1 −

Cx
0

CS

DG x

d
sx + "na†a + OS x2

d2D . s10d

The second term in Eq.(10) leads to direct excitations of the
charge qubit. To avoid these excitations we choose the volt-
age signals such that they do not alter the gate charge,
Qgstd /2e=CgVgstd+Cx

0Vxstd<0. For the systems under con-
sideration the expansion parameter,kxl /d is in the order of
10−6 and we can neglect all higher order terms inH.

With these approximations the system Hamiltonian(10)
reduces to

H = +
EJ

2
sz − lstdsa + a†dsx + "na†a. s11d

Up to now the result is valid for arbitrary driving signals. For
the generation of squeezed states we choose the driving volt-
age to be of the form

Vxstd = V1 cosS sEJ − ndt
"

D + V2 cosS sEJ + ndt
"

+ uD .

s12d

It consists of a part tuned to the red sideband and a part tuned
to the blue sideband of the qubit transition frequency related
by a fixed phase difference,u. Finally we perform a trans-
formation into the interaction picture with respect toH0
=EJ/2sz+"na†a. Under the assumptionulstdu!"n the RWA
can be applied and we end up with

H = "sg1a + g2e
−iua†ds+ + "sg2e

iua + g1a
†ds−, s13d

with the parameters

gi = − 2EC
x0

d

Cx
0Vi

2e
, s14d

wherex0=Î" /2mn is the extension of the resonator ground
state.

Discussion: For typical parameters valuesCx
0<2

310−17 F, EC<40 GHz,x0/d<10−6, we obtain a value for
the coupling strength of aboutgi <5 MHz for driving volt-
ages still below 1 V. Assuming a resonator with a fundamen-
tal frequencynù100 MHz, this value is consistent with the
RWA and the conditionngstd!1 used for the two-level ap-
proximation.

In practice, a perfect realization of the balance condition
Qgstd=0 is impossible which leads to direct excitations of the
charge qubit. However, an accuracy in the control of the
voltages in the order ofx0/d is sufficient to neglect this term
since the applied voltages are detuned from the qubit transi-
tion frequency byn.

Insufficient precision in the knowledge of the resonator
frequency as well as the qubit transition frequency leads to

FIG. 3. Setup, the mechanical resonator(thin, vertical bar) is
biased by the voltageVx to achieve a coupling to the Cooper pair
box (CPB) via the capacitanceCx. The state of the CPB can be
controlled independently by the gate voltage,Vg and the Josephson
energy,EJ.
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unavoidable detunings for the applied driving fields. Their
effect is taken into account by adding the termsdxa

†a
+dcquelkeu to Hamiltonian (13). A detuning from the exact
resonator frequency,dx destroys perfect squeezing because
the ideal stateuel is not an eigenstate ofa†a. Since a mea-
surement of the resonator frequency with a resolution of a
few ppm can be achieved,7 dx is less than 1 kHz. The re-
sidual imperfection is a small effect compared to the influ-
ence of the finiteQ-value and can therefore be neglected.
The detuning from the charge qubit transition frequency,dcq
is less crucial since it does not affect the steady state. For
dcq,gi it only slightly changes the excitation probabilities of
the qubit. A measurement with the required precision has
been reported by Vionet al.22

Damping: Apart from the unitary evolution given byH,
the coupling to the environment provides the dissipative part
of the system dynamics. While a finite decay rate of the
charge qubit is crucial forreservoir engineeringthe damping
of the resonator mode sets the limits of this method. Here we
give a brief discussion of the dominant effects in our system
due to the influence of the environment.

The mechanisms of dissipation in superconducting qubits
have not yet been fully investigated. The early experiments23

reported decoherence times of order several nanoseconds.
This has been attributed to the effect of the low frequency
s1/ fd noise. In Ref. 22 it was demonstrated that this effect
can be substantially reduced by operating at special symme-
try points(degeneracy points). The decoherence time of 500
ns was achieved. Moreover, it became clear that a substantial
part of the decoherence at such points is due to the energy
relaxation(T1 in NMR) processes. Here, for simplicity, we
assume that only the energy relaxation is important at the
symmetry point. It is provided by the high frequency modes
of the environment. One of the possible relaxation channels
is the electromagnetic environment in the external circuits
which created fluctuations of the gate voltages. Taking into
account these fluctuations by substitutingVi →Vi +dVi we
obtain the additional termss4EC/2edCidVisx due to this volt-
age noise. Assuming equal noise characteristics fordVg and
dVx this implies a decay rate

Ge→g =
e2

"2

Cx
2 + Cg

2

CS
2 SVs+ EJ/"d. s15d

For an external impedanceZswd the noise spectrum of the
voltage is given bySVsvd=2 ReZswd"vs1−e−"v/kBTd−1. Be-
cause the temperatures reached with dilution refrigerators are
in the order of 10–50 mK which is much smaller thanEJ/kB
excitations of the qubit can be neglected and the decay rate
simplifies to

G = Ge→g = p
Cx

2 + Cg
2

CS
2

R

RQ

EJ

"
, s16d

whereRQ=h/4e2 is the resistance quantum. The decay rate
can be adjusted by the gate capacitance,Cg and has typically
values of 1–10 MHz.22

The dominant mechanism for the damping of the resona-
tor mode is the coupling to the phonon modes of the support.
This leads to a finite decay rateg=n /Q, where Q is the

quality factor of the resonator. In contrast to the charge qubit
the temperature of the environment is higher or comparable
to the frequency of the nanomechanical resonator. Therefore,
the phonon modes at the resonator frequency have a nonzero
occupation,NB=se"n/kBT−1d−1 and cause downward and up-
ward transitions. For temperatures of 10–50 mK the resona-
tor sn=100 MHzd has an equilibrium occupation number
NB<2–10.

Together with the Hamiltonian(13) the decay ratesG , g
and the bath occupation numberNB lead to a dissipative
dynamics of the system described by the master equation(6).

IV. RESULTS

We are interested in the properties of the steady state so-
lution of master equation(6). For a characterization of the
stationary state we concentrate on the variance of theX1
quadrature component,sDX1drs

2 =kX1
2l−kX1l2, where the aver-

age is taken with respect to the steady state density matrix,
rs. We compare the varianceDX1 with the zero point fluc-
tuations,sDX1d0

2=k0uX1
2u0l and define the ratio

R =
sDX1drs

sDX1d0
s17d

as a measure for the degree of squeezing.
To study the effect of the different terms in Eq.(6) it is

convenient to look at the master equation in the squeezed

frame, i.e., we perform the unitary transformation,U=Ŝsed
where the value ofe=reiu is chosen according to Eq.(5). For
the transformed density operator,r̃=U†rU we obtain the
equation

dr̃

dt
= − ifg̃sas+ + a†s−d,r̃g +

G

2
s2s−r̃s+ − s+s−r̃ − r̃s+s−d

+
g

2
sÑ + 1ds2ar̃a† − a†ar̃ − r̃a†ad

+
g

2
Ñs2a†r̃a − aa†r̃ − r̃aa†d −

g

2
Ms2ar̃a − aar̃ − r̃aad

−
g

2
M * s2a†r̃a† − a†a†r̃ − r̃a†a†d, s18d

whereg̃= ug1u /coshsrd and

Ñ = sNB + 1dsinh2srd + NB cosh2srd,

M = s2NB + 1deiu coshsrdsinhsrd.

The master equation can be written as the sum of three Liou-
ville operators,

d

dt
r̃ = sLg + LG + Lgdr̃. s19d

In the squeezed frame the first two terms correspond to the
master equation that is known from sideband cooling in ion
traps[Eq. (3)]. Excitations of the qubit on the red sideband
followed by a spontaneous decay successively reduce the
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phonon number and drive the resonator into the ground state
which corresponds to a squeezed vacuum state in the original
frame, uel=Uu0l. The third contribution,Lg describes the
coupling of the resonator mode to a squeezed reservoir.24

The degree of squeezing of the reservoir is maximal since the

parametersÑ andM are related byuMu2=ÑsÑ+1d. The dif-
ferent processes of the system dynamics in the squeezed

frame are summarized in Fig. 4. Note thatÑ and M grow
exponentially with the squeezing parameter while the Rabi
frequency,g̃ decreases exponentially. Therefore, even for a
weak coupling,g the effects of the environment become es-
sential as soon asr ,1.

Weak coupling: We first consider the limit where the de-
cay of the charge qubit is much faster than the rest of the

system dynamics,G@ g̃srd , gÑsrd. In this regime the excited
state can be adiabatically eliminated by treating the coupling
term, Lg in second order perturbation theory. After tracing
over the qubit degrees we obtain a new master equation for
the resonator density operator,r̃x. The excitations of the
charge qubit on the red sideband provide an additional cool-
ing rate of 4g̃2/G for the resonator. The master equation for
the resonator alone can be solved by transforming it into a
partial differential equation for the Wigner function. The de-
tails of this calculation are given in Appendix A. In this limit
we obtain the result

R =Î 2g̃2

G
e−2r +

g

2
s2NB + 1d

2g̃2

G
+

g

2

. s20d

For smallr andg this is close to the ideal behaviorR=e−r

while for high values ofr it saturates at the value ofR
=Îs2NB+1d which corresponds to the unperturbed thermal
state.

Strong coupling: In the strongly driven regime,g̃

@G , gÑ, the system performs rapid oscillations between the
statesun,gl andun−1,el on a time scale which is much faster
than the incoherent processes. It is therefore convenient to
work in the basis of dressed statesuñ, ±l=s1/Î2dsun,gl

± un−1,eld , u0̃l= u0,gl. Since these are the eigenstates of the
HamiltonianH= g̃sas++a†s−d the steady state density opera-
tor of Eq. (18) becomes diagonal in that basis asg̃→`. By
neglecting the off-diagonal terms the density operator can be
approximated as

r̃ = p0u0̃lk0̃u + o pn
+uñ, + lkñ, + u + pn

−uñ,− lkñ,− u. s21d

Because the Liouville operatorsLG andLg do not discrimi-
nate between the statesuñ, ±l we define the joint probabili-
ties pn=pn

++pn
−. With this ansatz the master equation(18)

reduces to the rate equation

ṗn = + T+sn − 1dpn−1 + T−sn + 1dpn+1 − fT+snd + T−sndgpn,

s22d

with the heating and cooling rates

T−snd = fT + gsÑ + 1ds2n − 1dg/2, T−s0d = 0,

T+snd = gÑs2n + 1d/2, T+s0d = gÑ. s23d

In the stationary state the occupation numbers are deter-
mined by the detailed balance conditionT−sn+1dpn+1

=T+sndpn and an analytic expression for the mean occupation
number is given by

ka†alr̃ =
gÑs22F1f 3

2,2,3
2 + a,zg − 2F1f1,3

2, 3
2 + a,zgd

G + gsÑ + 1d + gÑ2F1f1,3
2, 3

2 + a,zg
.

s24d

2F1 denotes the hypergeometric function depending on the

parametera=G / f2gsÑ+1dg and is evaluated at the argument

z=Ñ/ sÑ+1d. Since ka2lr̃ , ka†2lr̃→0 in the limit of strong
coupling, a transformation back to the original frame simply
gives

R = e−rÎ2ka†alr̃ + 1. s25d

Perturbation theory: The interesting regime where the fi-
nal state of the resonator is squeezed,R,1, obviously re-

quiresgÑ! g̃, G. With this restriction a solution for arbitrary
parametersg̃ andG can be found by taking the ideal solution,
r̃= u0,glk0,gu, and treat the corrections ofLg in first order
perturbation theory. The details of the calculations are listed
in Appendix B and the result of this approach is

R = e−rÎ1 +
gGuMu

2g̃2 + gÑS 2

G
+

G

2g̃2D . s26d

While this expression gives the correct interpolation between
the weak and the strong coupling limit it is only valid for
ka†alr̃!1. A rough estimation shows that this is still true up
to the minimum, Rmin=minhRsrd ,r .0j in the case of
g1,G while expression(26) gives rather poor results for
Rmin in the case ofg1.G.

Numerical results: For numerical calculations the master
equation (18) is evaluated in the number basis. In the
squeezed frame the solution is close to the ground state so a
relatively small number of matrix elements is sufficient to

FIG. 4. Coherent and incoherent processes in the squeezed
frame as described by master equation(18). In this picture the qubit
is only excited on the red sidebandsg̃d. Followed by a spontaneous
decaysGd these transitions cool the resonator to its ground state.
The cooling is compensated by the squeezed heat bath which apart

from the enhanced heating ratesgÑd also induces coherences be-
tween the statesunl and un±2lsgMd.
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describe the exact state. Figure 5 shows numerically calcu-
lated values ofRmin for various parameter values forg1, G,
andg. The results show that the noise,DX1 can be reduced to
half of the standard quantum limit for damping ratesg
ø0.02. This corresponds to aQ-factor of 5000 in the case of
a 100 MHz resonator. ForQ=105 a reduction by a factor of
5 is possible, still assuming a “hot” environment of about
T<20–30 mK. Obviously, higher mechanical frequencies or
lower temperatures would improve the results even further.

V. DETECTION OF A SQUEEZED STATE

Below we discuss schemes for detecting nonclassical
states, in particular squeezed states, of a nanomechanical sys-
tem. The displacement measurements based on laser interfer-
ometry, which are used for mechanical resonators with a
length in the order of a hundred microns, cannot be applied
in the nanometer regime. Alternatively displacement detec-
tors based on a single electron transistor(SET)25 have been
considered26,27 and were recently used by the groups of
Cleland28 and Schwab29 to measure the fluctuation spectrum
of nanomechanical resonators. While in current experiments
the displacement sensitivity is still limited by the amplifier
noise, the quantum limit is determined by the back action of
the current shot noise on the resonator. By increasing the
signal amplification of the detector, which is necessary to

observe the reduced fluctuations of a squeezed state also this
back action is enhanced. A quantum mechanical analysis of
the properties of SET-based displacement detectors is pre-
sented in Refs. 27,30. Using the results of the analysis done
by Mozyrski et al.27 the charge fluctuations on the SET is-
land would destroy the squeezed state, especially in the ex-
perimentally attractive sequential tunneling regime.

In quantum optics with trapped ions and in cavity QED
experiments, information about the oscillator state is often
obtained via a coupling to a two level atom. Efficient readout
techniques for the state of an atom can be used to measure
properties of the not easily accessible oscillator mode. Since
CPB and other TLS are currently developed for quantum
computation,21,22,31which in particular implies a read out of
the qubit represented by, e.g., the charge states of the CPB,
this “measurement toolbox” is being developed in mesos-
copic physics. Motivated by this, we discuss the detection of
the resonator state via the readout of the charge qubit. We
concentrate on two detection methods that can be performed
with the setup shown in Fig. 3 extended by a measuring
device for the state of the CPB.

A. Dark resonance

A simple way to verify the generation of a squeezed reso-
nator state is to look at the excited state population,pe of the
charge qubit. Since the squeezed state is a dark state of the
system Hamiltonian(13) the qubit excitations are signifi-
cantly suppressed even in the presence of the driving fields.
By varying the detuningdx a dark resonance becomes visible
at dx=017 which corresponds to the generation of a squeezed
state. Figure 6 shows the expected correlations between the
degree of squeezing and the steady state excitations of the
qubit as a function of the detuningdx.

In the presence of a finiteg the populationpe retains at a

value of aboutgÑ/G!1 (see Appendix B). In the regime of
strong coupling,g1, g2@G this is clearly distinguishable
from the valuepe<1/2 as expected for, e.g., a thermal state.
For weak driving fields and a thermal resonator state we
expect a excited state population ofpe<kn̂lg1

2/G2+skn̂l
+1dg2

2/G2. Therefore the conditiong2
2/G.gÑ is necessary to

distinguish the squeezed state from a low temperature ther-
mal state.

B. Occupation numbers

According to its definition[Eq. (1)] a characteristic prop-
erty of the (ideal) squeezed state,uel is that only the even
number states are populated. The measurement of the reso-
nator populations via the Stark shift of the qubit resonance
frequency was proposed in Ref. 7 while in Ref. 32 it is sug-
gested to utilize the anharmonic coupling between bending
modes for a Fock state readout. Here we follow a different
line33 and use the linear coupling to the TLS to determine the
occupation numbers,Qn=knurxunl. The basic idea is as fol-
lows. Suppose we start from an initial density operator
rs0d=rx ^ uglkgu and switch on a Jaynes-Cummings cou-
pling, HI ="gsas++a†s−d between the charge qubit and the

FIG. 5. Minimum values for the noise reduction,Rmin for vari-
ous parameter values,g1, G , g (all in MHz) andNB=5. (a) shows
the dependence ofRmin on the driving strength,g1 for a fixed G
=2, while (b) shows the dependence on the decay rate of the charge
qubit, G for fixed g2=5. The different values forg in (a) and(b) are
0.001(solid), 0.005(dashed), 0.01(dotted) 0.02(dashed-dotted). In
(c) Rmin is plotted as a function of the phonon damping rate,g for
g1=5 andG=2 (solid), G=5 (dashed), G=8 (dotted).
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resonator. The evolution of the qubit polarization is then
given by

kszlstd = − o
n

Qn coss2Vntd. s27d

Due to the different Rabi frequenciesVn=gÎn the values of
Qn can be extracted from the Fourier transform of this signal.

In our system the required coupling of the nanomechani-
cal resonator to the qubit is realized by Hamiltonian(13)
with g1=g andg2=0. In contrast to the ideal situation of Eq.
(27) the decay of the charge qubit and thermalization of the
resonator mode lead to modifications of the signal and re-
strict the applicability of this method.

Obviously, a necessary condition to resolve the oscilla-
tions of the qubit polarization is the strong coupling regime
g@G , gsNB+1d. An approximate time evolution of the sys-
tem can be obtained by the following considerations. Starting
from a pure stateun,gl the system will oscillate between this
state andun−1,el with a frequency 2Vn, where Vn=gÎn.
During this oscillation it decays into neighboring number
states with a rateRn;T+snd+T−snd as defined in Eq.(23).
Since all other states,umÞn,gl and umÞn−1,el are popu-
lated gradually their oscillations wash out and with the ex-
ception of the ground state they give no contribution for
szstd. Therefore, for the initial stateun,gl we obtain

kszlstd = − p0sn,td − coss2Vntde−Rnt, s28d

where p0std is the population which accumulates in the
ground state which has the form

p0sn,td = 1 −e−Gt/2o
k=0

n−1
1

k!
SGt

2
Dk

, s29d

in the limit G@gsNB+1d. The exact time dependence for
g.0 is not important since the changes ofp0sn,td are slow
compared to the Rabi oscillations. For an arbitrary initial
state with occupation numbersQn the polarization of the qu-
bit is given by

kszlstd = − o
n

Qnfp0sn,td + coss2Vntde−Rntg. s30d

The extraction of the occupation probabilities from a given
function kszlstd requires the resolution of the individual
Lorentzian peaks in the Fourier transform of this signal. The
nth peak can be resolved if the conditionRn+Rn+1,g/În is
true. Therefore, a lower bound for the maximum occupation
probability which we can determine with this method is
given by the solution of the equation

sG + 2gNBdnmax
1/2 + 2gs2NB + 1dnmax

3/2 = g. s31d

A first order approximation, valid forgg2/G2!1 gives

nmax.
g2

G2S1 −
4gs2NB + 1dg2

G3 + 6gs2NB + 1dg2D . s32d

For the parameter valuesg=5G , NB=5, and g=0.001–
0.01G we obtainnmax<8–17, which is sufficient to detect
slightly squeezed or low number states.

Figure 7 shows the time evolution ofkszlstd and the ex-
tracted occupation probabilities,Qn for a nonideal squeezed
state. A clear distinction between the squeezed state and a
thermal state with the same mean occupation number is pos-
sible.

Although this method provides a complete determination
of the number state populations for states close to the ground
state, it is not possible to distinguish between coherent su-
perpositions and mixed states. Therefore, in the next section,
we discuss the implementation of quantum state tomography
to obtain the full information about the resonator’s density
matrix.

VI. QUANTUM STATE TOMOGRAPHY

The ultimate determination of an arbitrary quantum state
is the measurement of the complete density operator. The
procedure of estimating the density matrix by repeated mea-
surements on the same initial state is calledquantum
tomography.34 For a harmonic oscillator the Wigner function
of a state, a quasiprobability distribution in phase space,24,35

contains the same information as the density matrix. The
implementation of a method to reconstruct the Wigner func-
tion for a nanomechanical resonator provides a universal tool
to detect and characterize various nonclassical states, and
therefore a tool to clearly demonstrate the quantum nature of
this still macroscopic system.

In quantum optics, methods for state tomography are well
known35–37 and have been successfully implemented to de-
tect nonclassical states of a cavity field38 or the motion of a

FIG. 6. Correspondence between the excited state population,pe

(solid line) and the degree of squeezing,R (dashed line) as a func-
tion of the detuning,dx. The values are plotted for the parameter
values g=0.01 MHz,r =0.7, and NB=5 for (a) g1=5 MHz, G
=2 MHz (strong coupling) and(b) g1=1.5 MHz, G=5 MHz (weak
coupling).
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trapped ion.39 We consider the method discussed in Ref. 39
and show that it is appropriate for the implementation in
nanoscale mechanical systems.

To determine the Wigner function at a certain point in
phase space,a=x+ ip we start from the identity35

Wsad =
2

p
o
n=0

`

s− 1dnQnsad, s33d

where Qnsad=knuD†sadrxDsadunl are the occupation prob-
abilities of the displaced density operator. The values of
Qnsad are measured as discussed in the preceding section.

A complete state tomography consists of the following
steps. For each point in phase spacesx,pd we displace the
original density operator bya=−sx+ ipd. Then the occupa-
tion numbers of the resonator are determined by measuring
the time evolution of the qubit polarization,kszlstd. In the
end we obtain the measured value of the Wigner function,

W̃sad by summing up theQnsad according to Eq.(33).
In the following we discuss the limits for the implemen-

tation of the individual steps for a system consisting of a
nanomechanical resonator coupled to a charge qubit.

Applying the displacement operator: The first step of the
procedure described above requires the shift of the resonator
by the complex amplitudea. In the setup shown in Fig. 3
this displacement can be achieved either by applying an ad-
ditional voltage to a lead opposite the CPB or by exploiting
the existing coupling to the charge qubit,lstdsa+a†dsx.

In the first case a voltage dropVd over a capacitanceCdsxd
formed by the lead and the resonator generates the driving
Hamiltoninan,Hd=lstdsa+a†d with l= 1

2CdVd
2x0/d. The evo-

lution of the resonator underH="na†a+Hd is24

ucstdl = D̂sastdde−inta†aucs0dl, s34d

with

astd = − iE
0

t

dt8 einst−t8dlst8d. s35d

Becausel,1 GHz@n, a short constant voltage pulse is suf-
ficient to obtain displacements ofuauø10.

If the coupling to the CPB is used for the displacement,
we first transfer the ground state of the qubitu0l into one of
the eigenstates ofsx by adiabatically changing the CPB pa-
rameters Vg

0 and EJ. Since the coupling strength,l
<5–10 MHz is much lower than the resonator frequency a
radio frequency pulselstd,cossntd must be applied to
achieve shifts in the order ofuauù1.

Especially in the second case the Wigner function of the
resonator is modified during the displacement due to ther-
malization with the phonon bath. The diffusive dynamics of
a driven oscillator and therefore the resulting errors can be
calculated exactly(see Appendix C). If we assume an initial
Gaussian distribution and a displacement timeDt= uau / ulu
!1/g we obtain the relative errors for the widths

«sDx,p
2 d =

guau
ulu

S1 +
NB + 1

2

2Dx,p
2 D . s36d

The damping also modifies the displacement amplitude. To-
gether with the deviation caused by a small detuning in the
driving frequencyv=n+dx, we obtain a relative error

«suaud =
uau
ulu

S udxu
2

+
g

4
D . s37d

For the parameter values considered in this paper«suaud
,10−3.

Occupation numbers: The measurement of the probabili-
ties,Qnsad is done as discussed in the preceding section.

For an estimation of the error due to truncation we con-
sider an initially density matrix of a pure number state,r
= umlkmu with m,nmax. The application of the displacement
operator shifts some part of the wave function out of the
detectable subspacehu0l ,… , unmaxlj. This leads to an absolute

error in the estimated Wigner functionW̃sad of

FIG. 7. Measurement of the resonator occupation numbers,Qn.
A squeezed state is generated as explained in the preceding sections
with (all in MHz) g1=5, g2=3.5sr =0.88d , G=2, g=0.01, andNB

=5 MHz. For the detection we assume the same values butg=g1

=8 andg2=0. (a) shows the exact time evolution ofkszlstd (solid)
which is compared to the expected behavior(dashed) as given in
Eq. (28). The difference for larger times is due to the deviations of
the exact time dependence ofp0sn,td from Eq.(29) for g.0. In (b)
the extracted occupation probabilities(dark gray) are compared
with the exact values(light gray). The inset shows the estimated
number distribution for a ideal squeezed state(top) and a thermal
state(bottom) with the same mean occupation number,knl=1.
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«sm,ad = uW̃sad − Wsadu ø
2

p
o

k=nmax

`

ukkuD̂s− adumlu2.

s38d

The matrix elements of the displacement operator are given
by

ukkuD̂s− adumlu2 =
m!

k!
uau2sm−kde−uau2fLm

k−msuau2dg2,

whereLm
k−m are the generalized Laguerre polynomials. The

sumomkmuruml«sm,ad!1 provides an upper bound for the
total truncation error and rough estimation whether the
method is applicable or not. In practice the determination of
the Qn is done by fitting the actual signal by minimizing the
deviations in the least square sense. For a linear fit the stan-
dard deviation of theQn can be written as

ssQnd = cnsD. s39d

The error in the measured data point,sD includes the error
from the measurement of the qubit polarization as well as
deviations of the system evolution from expected evolution
as given in Eq.(28). The coefficients,cn depend on the pa-
rameters of the system and the fitting procedure.40 While the
cn increase on a scale set bynmax it is still possible to deter-
mine theQn beyondnmax in the expense of accuracy. For the
example given below thecn are shown in Fig. 8.

Example: To summarize the considerations made in this
section we discuss the generation of a squeezed state and the
reconstruction of its Wigner function for a specific example
in some detail. We consider a nanomechanical resonator with
a fundamental frequency of 100 MHz and aQ-value of 2
3104 cooled to a temperature of 25 mK. For the coupling to
the CPB we assume the valuesg1=5 MHz, g2=3 MHz
sr =0.7d and a decay rateG=2 MHz. Using the results of the
previous section, this drives the resonator into a state with a
noise reductionR<0.5 in one of the quadrature compo-
nents. After the resonator has reached its steady state we
switch off the coupling and wait for a short timet,1/G to
reduce the excited state population to less than 1%. Accord-
ing to Eq. (36) this delay leads to a broadening in theX1
direction of about 17%, so we end up withR<0.6. The
exact Wigner function for this state is well located in the
phase space regionuauø2.

For the displacement of the nanomechanical resonator we
use the coupling to the CPB as described above with
l=8 MHz. Equation (36) predicts an error of «sDx

2d
<uau32%.

For the determination of the occupation numbers,Qnsad
we apply a red sideband signal withg=8 MHz. For this
value we obtainnmax<8. The estimationomkmuruml«sm,ad
ø0.15 for the phase space regionuauø2 shows that an ac-
curate reconstruction of the Wigner function is possible. To
resolve oscillations of frequencygÎnmax over a time much
longer than the characteristic decay time the number of mea-
sured data point,ND must fulfill ND@2gÎnmax/ spGd. In our
example we choose a measurement timeT=3 G−1 and ND
=150. For these values the coefficientscn in Eq. (39) are
plotted in Fig. 8. We suppose that the qubit polarization can
be measured with an accuracy of 0.02 and that the values for
Q0¯12 (we choosenmax=12) are estimated. Adding the errors
of the occupation numbers, the error due to truncation and
the error from the displacement we expect an accuracy for
the reconstructed Wigner function ofuW̃sad−Wsaduø0.05.

The results of a numerical simulation of the generation of
the squeezed state and the reconstruction of its Wigner func-
tion is shown in Fig. 9.

In Appendix D we also briefly discuss a different method
for a state tomography as proposed by Lutterbach and
Davidovich.37 While this method is experimentally more at-
tractive since it requires less measurements, a stronger cou-
pling and longer decoherence times of the qubit are required
for its implementation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we showed that by reservoir engineering the
fundamental mode of a nanomechanical resonator can be

FIG. 8. Coefficients,cn which determine the error of the esti-
mated occupation numbers according to Eq.(39). For a large num-
ber of measured data points,ND the cn are proportional to 1/ÎND.
See text for details.

FIG. 9. Results of the numerical simulation of the state tomog-
raphy for a squeezed state as described in Sec. VI.(a) shows the

reconstructed Wigner function,W̃sad. In (b) a cut of W̃sad (solid
line) in thex directionfImsad=0g is compared with the correspond-
ing values of the real Wigner function,Wsad (dashed line) and the
Wigner function of the resonator ground state(dotted line).
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driven into a squeezed state. The stationary state exhibits
noise reduction in one of the quadrature components by a
factor ofR<0.5–0.2 below the standard quantum limit. For
a 100 MHz resonator these values are obtained forQ values
in the order ofQ=104–105 and standard dilution refrigerator
temperatures ofT<30 mK. The detection of the squeezed
state can be done within the same setup as used for its gen-
eration by measuring the excitation probability of the charge
qubit. Furthermore this measurement procedure can be ex-
tended to obtain a complete reconstruction of the resonator’s
Wigner function. This tool provides a universal detection
method for nonclassical behavior of the resonator.
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APPENDIX A: ADIABATIC ELIMINATION

We consider the master equation(19) in the limit G

@ g̃, gÑ. To zero order ing̃/G , g /G the equation reduces to
]tr̃=LGr̃ and a steady state solution is located within the
subspaceS=hr̃x ^ uglkguj. The termLg leads to a slow dy-
namic within this subspace whileLg couplesS to its comple-
ment. SinceLGr̃=OsGd , ∀r¹S we can project the master
equation(18) on the subspaceS and treat the coupling ofLg
in perturbation theory. After tracing over the charge qubit
states we obtain24

dr̃x

dt
= Lgr̃x − TrCQhLgLG

−1Lgr̃x ^ uglkguj. sA1d

An evaluation of this expression leads to a master equation
for the reduced density operator of the resonator,r̃x given by

dr̃x

dt
= S2g̃2

G
+

g

2
sÑ + 1dDs2ar̃xa

† − a†ar̃x − r̃xa
†ad

+
g

2
Ñs2a†r̃xa − aa†r̃x − r̃xaa†d −

g

2
Ms2ar̃xa − aar̃x

− r̃xaad −
g

2
M * s2a†r̃xa

† − a†a†r̃x − r̃xa
†a†d. sA2d

Because the master equation now only contains the operators
a anda† it can be transformed into a partial differential equa-
tion for the Wigner function,15

]

] t
W̃sad = S2g̃2

G
+

g

2
DS ]

] a
a +

]

] a*
a*DW̃sad

+ S2g2

G
+

g

2
s2Ñ + 1dD ]2

] a ] a*
W̃sad

+
g

2
SM

]2

] a2 + M *
]2

] a*2DW̃sad. sA3d

By introducing the new variablesx̃, p̃ defined by a=sx̃
+ ip̃deiu/2, Eq. (A3) separates into two independent Fokker-
Planck equations and their steady state solution is

W̃sx̃,p̃d = N expF− S2g̃2

G
+

g

2
DS x̃2

Dx
+

p̃2

Dp
DG , sA4d

whereN is a normalization constant and

Dx,p =
g̃2

G
+

g

2
SNB +

1

2
De±2r .

Because these calculations have been performed in the
squeezed frame we need another change of variables to undo
this transformation and finally obtain the Wigner function in
the original frame,

Wsx,pd = N expf− 1
2sx,pdS−1sx,pdTg , sA5d

where the variance matrixS is

S−1 = TTSk/Dx 0

0 k/Dp
DT , sA6d

with

T = Ser 0

0 e−r DS cossu/2d sinsu/2d
− sinsu/2d cossu/2d

D .

The variances of the two quadrature components,X1,2 are
given by the widths of the Gaussian functionWsX1,X2d,

sDX1d2 =
1

4
S2g2

G
e−2r +

g

2
s2NB + 1dDYS2g2

G
+

g

2
D ,

sDX2d2 =
1

4
S2g2

G
e2r +

g

2
s2NB + 1dDYS2g2

G
+

g

2
D .

sA7d

APPENDIX B: PERTURBATIVE SOLUTION

For a weak coupling of the resonator to the phonon bath
we write the master equation(18) as

dr̃

dt
= L0sr̃d + Lgsr̃d, sB1d

whereL0=Lg+LG contains the terms proportional tog̃ and
G with the steady state solutionr̃0= u0lk0u ^ uglkgu. In the

limit of weak dissipation,gsÑ+1d! g̃,G we write the den-
sity operator asr̃= r̃0+ r̃1, and calculate the corrections,r̃1
up to first order ing,

dr̃1

dt
= L0sr̃1d + Lgsr̃0d

= − iFg̃sas+ + a†s−d − i
G

2
uelkeu,r̃1G

+ Gs−r̃1s+ + gÑsu1lk1u − u0lk0ud

+ gMu0lk2u + gM * u2lk0u. sB2d
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The steady state solution can be calculated, e.g., by evaluat-
ing this equation in the number state basis. Using the nota-
tion Pn=kg,n+1ur̃1ue,nl−ke,nur̃1ug,n+1l , En=ke,nur̃1ue,nl,
andGn=kg,nur̃1ug,nl, we obtain the set of coupled equations

− ig̃În + 1Pn − GEn = 0,

− G/2Pn − i2g̃În + 1sEn − Gn+1d = 0,

ig̃ÎnPn−1 + GEn + gÑdn,1 − gÑdn,0 = 0.

Because all matrix elements forn.1 are zero we find a very
simple solution for the mean occupation number and the ex-
cited state population

kn̂lr̃ = G1 + E1 = gÑS 1

G
+

G

4g̃2D ,

kuelkeulr̃ = E0 =
gÑ

G
. sB3d

Another set of equations for the matrix elements between the
statesknu and un+2l gives two nonzero contributions for
kg,0ur1ug,2l and kg,2ur1ug,0l which lead to

ka2lr̃ + ka†2lr̃ =
gG

4g̃2sM + M * d. sB4d

The variance of theX1 quadrature component in the original
frame is just given by

sDX1d2 =
e−2r

4
ska2lr̃ + ka†2lr̃ + 2kn̂lr̃ + 1d. sB5d

This leads to the result of Eq.(26).

APPENDIX C: DISSIPATIVE, DRIVEN OSCILLATOR

We consider a harmonic oscillator,H="na†a driven by
the linear term Hd=leinta+l* e−inta† which is weakly
coupled to a reservoir. The master equation in the interaction
picture is given by

dr

dt
= − ifla + la†,rg +

gsNB + 1d
2

s2ara† − a†ar − ra†ad

+
gNB

2
s2a†ra − aa†r − raa†d. sC1d

This equation can be transformed into a Fokker-Planck equa-
tion for the Wigner function.15 For the coordinatesx=sa
+a* d /2 andp=sa−a* d /2i we obtain

dW

dt
= FResld

]

] p
+ Imsld

]

] x
GW+

g

2
3S ]

] x
x +

]

] p
pD

+

NB +
1

2

2
S ]2

] x2 +
]2

] p2D4W. sC2d

A general solution for an initial distribution,Wisad is given
by

Wsa,td =
1

2ps2std E d2a0 Wisa0dexpS−
ua − a0e

−gt
2 u2

2s2std
D
sC3d

with 2s2std= sNB+ 1
2

ds1−e−gtd. For the special case where the
initial distribution is a Gaussian function centered at the ori-
gin the time dependent solution can be evaluated as

Wsx,p,td = NstdexpS−
fx − cxstdg2

2Dx2std
−

fp − cpstdg2

2Dp2std D ,

sC4d

with a normalization factor,Nstd and the time dependent
parameters

Dx2std = Dx2s0de−gt +
2NB + 1

4
s1 − e−gtd,

Dp2std = Dp2s0de−gt +
2NB + 1

4
s1 − e−gtd,

cxstd = 2 Imslds1 − e−gt/2d/g,

cpstd = 2 Reslds1 − e−gt/2d/g. sC5d

APPENDIX D: FAST TOMOGRAPHY

The reconstruction of the Wigner function as described in
Sec. VI requires a lot of measurements since it relies on the
whole time evolution of the qubit polarization. A direct mea-
surement of the Winger function form a single value ofkszl
has been proposed by Lutterbach and Davidovich37 for cav-
ity QED and ion traps. Here we give a brief summary of this
procedure which relies on the identity

Wsad =
2

p
TrhD̂†sadrxD̂sadeipa†aj. sD1d

Again the measurements on the qubit are used to deduce the
expectation value of the parity operator,eipa†a. To do so we
assume that a certain evolutionU can be applied to the sys-
tem with the following properties:

Usuglunld = uglunl if n is odd,

Usuglunld = uelunl if n is even. sD2d

Starting from an initial density operatorrs0d=rx ^ u0lk0u the
Wigner function at the pointa can then be reconstructed in
three steps: First, apply the displacement operator,Ds−ad
=D†sad. Second, let the system evolve according to Eq.(D2)
and third, measure the polarization of the charge qubit. Then

kszl = Trx+CQhUD†sadrs0dDsadU†szj

= Trx+CQhD†sadrs0dDsadU†szUj

= TrxhD†sadrxDsadeipa†aj =
p

2
Wsad.
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Due to the special properties of the evolution operatorU, the
summation of Eq.(33) is performed by the system itself and
therefore only one value ofkszl already determinesWsad.

The crucial point for the implementation of this method in
mesoscopic systems is the construction of the time evolution
U as given in Eq.(D2). It can be achieved with a Hamil-
tonian of the form37

H = 1
2sEJ + "Dstda†adsz + "na†a. sD3d

Then a Ramsey interferometry produces the result of Eq.
(D2) if the waiting time,t satisfiesDt=p. In Ref. 7 it has
been pointed out that a static coupling between the resonator
and the CPB leads to the desired shift of the energy splitting
of the charge qubit,

Ee,n − Eg,n = EJ − 2ulu2
s2n + 1dEJ

EJ
2 − s"nd2 . sD4d

The number state dependent part of the energy difference,
nD=n4ulu2EJ/ sEJ

2−s"nd2d, can therefore be used to imple-
ment U. For the parameter values given in the preceding
parts of this paper sl<10 MHz, n<100 MHz, EJ

<10 GHzd the shiftD=40 kHz is actually too small but by
optimizing the system parameters values forD up to 4 MHz7

are possible. With such a system the evolution,U can be
performed within the decoherence time,T2 of the charge
qubit22 which would allow the implementation of this fast
tomography method.
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